
Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

     Are you sitting comfortably?  Have you gripped the
       pencil carefully?  Your tutor will help you with this.

 

Trace the dots to practise the shapes below.  It is important to flow 
in one motion from the beginning of the pattern to the end to 
practise the shapes.  Remember not to lean too heavily on the page.
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Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

Follow the arrows to practise your capital letters.

 C   C  C  C  C  C  C 
 
 A  A  A  A  A  A  A 

 D  D  D  D  D  D  D
Trace the letters and continue them until the end of the line. 
C  C  C                                  

A  A  A                                  

D  D  D                                     

C  A  D                                   

Doctor Dave

Capital Letters



Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

Follow the arrows to practise your capital letters.

 G  G  G  G  G  G  G

 Q  Q  Q  Q  Q  Q  Q

 E  E  E  E  E  E  E

Trace the letters and continue them until the end of the line. 
G  G  G                                 

Q  Q  Q                                     

E  E  E                                   

G  Q  E                                  

Gra
ndm

oth
er

Capital Letters



Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

Follow the arrows to practise your capital letters.

 S  S  S  S  S  S  S

 L  L  L  L  L  L  L

 T  T  T  T  T  T  T

Trace the letters and continue them until the end of the line. 
S  S  S                                  

L  L  L                                      

T  T  T                                   

S  L  T                                  

Sister Mary
Capital Letters



Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

Follow the arrows to practise your capital letters.

 U  U  U  U  U  U  U

 O  O  O  O  O  O  O

 Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y  Y

Trace the letters and continue them until the end of the line. 
U  U  U                                 

O  O  O                                    

Y  Y  Y                                   

U  O  Y                                  

Olga Ostrich

Capital Letters



Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

Follow the arrows to practise your capital letters.

 J  J  J  J  J  J  J

 K  K  K  K  K  K  K

 R  R  R  R  R  R  R

Trace the letters and continue them until the end of the line. 
J  J  J                                 

K  K  K                                    

R  R  R                                   

J  K  R                                  

King 
Kieran

Capital Letters



Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

Follow the arrows to practise your capital letters.

 M  M  M  M  M  M  M

 H  H  H  H  H  H  H

 B  B  B  B  B  B  B

 N  N  N  N  N  N  N
Trace the letters and continue them until the end of the line. 
M  M  M                                 

H  H  H                                  

B  B  B                                   

N  N  N                                     

MumCapital Letters



Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

Follow the arrows to practise your capital letters.

 P  P  P  P  P  P  P

 W  W  W  W  W  W  W

 X  X  X  X  X  X  X

 Z  Z  Z  Z  Z  Z  Z
Trace the letters and continue them until the end of the line. 
P  P  P                                

W  W  W                                  

X  X  X                                  

Z  Z  Z                                

Postm
anCapital Letters



Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

Revise the capital letters. Trace the letters then continue until the end of the line.

C  C  C                                   

A  A  A                                   

D  D  D                                  

G  G  G                                  

Q  Q  Q                                  

E  E  E                                   

S  S  S                                   

L  L  L                                   

Capital Letters - Revision



Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

Revise the capital letters. Trace the letters then continue until the end of the line.

T  T  T                                   

U  U  U                                   

O  O  O                                 

Y  Y  Y                                   

J  J  J                                   

K  K  K                                   

R  R  R                                   

M  M  M                                 

Capital Letters - Revision



Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

Revise the capital letters. Trace the letters then continue until the end of the line.

H  H  H                                 

B  B  B                                  

P  P  P                                   

W  W  W                                

X  X  X                                  

Z  Z  Z                                 
Trace the letters to complete your capital letters work!

A B C D E F G H I J K L M 

N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

Capital Letters - Revision



Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

To do joined up writing, the letter f changes shape.

          f becomes   f  

f
Trace the letters until you can write them easily and well.

f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f

fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff
Trace the letter and then continue until the end of the line.

f  f  f                                      

f  f  f                                     

The  curly  f

Follow the arrows to practise the shape.



Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

To do joined up writing, the letter k changes shape.

          k becomes  k  

Follow the arrows to practise the shape.

k
Trace the letters until you can write them easily and well.

k  k  k  k  k  k  k  k  k  k  k  k  k

¶„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[„[
Trace the letter and then continue until the end of the line. 
k  k  k _______________________________ 
k  k  k _______________________________  

The  curly  k



Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

     Yu[m bu[n, Mu[m!   

Follow the arrows and trace the join.  ¶u[n
Trace and complete the patterns below.

¶u[u[u[u..........   ¶u[u[u[u..........
¶u[u[u[u..........   ¶u[u[u[u..........

Trace and write the letters below.

u[n  u[n u[n u[n  ....................
u[m  u[m u[m u[m ....................

Now make the words practising this new join.

M +  u[m  =  Mu[m  _______________

r  +  u[n = ru[n   _______________

y + u[m  = yu[m  _______________

Learning the first join



Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

Trace and complete the words and then practise writing the words. Colour in the 
picutres.

  pi[n  pi[n  pi[n .................

  d[ru[m  d[ru[m  d[ru[m  ................

  
  fi[n   fi[n   fi[n  .................

  di[±e  di[±e  di[±e .................

Trace and write the letters below.

u[n  u[n  u[n  u[n  ....................
u[ne  u[ne  u[ne  u[ne ....................
i[n    in   in   in   ....................
i[±e  ine  ine ine ....................

Remember to practise your curly f!

Practising the first join



Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

      Di]ü, d[i]ü d[i]ü!    

Follow the arrows and trace the join.        ig
Trace and complete the patterns below.

¶i]c[i]c[i]c[i.........   [i]c[i]c[i]c[i]............
¶i]c[i]c[i]c[i............  [i]c[i]c[i]c[i]............ 
Trace and write the letters below.

i]ü  i]ü  i]ü  i]ü  ..................
i]d  i]d  i]d  i]d  ..................

Now make the words practising this new join.

d  +  i]ü  =  d[i]ü   ______________

„  + i]d  = „[i]d   ______________

w + i]ü  = Þi]ü  ______________ 

Practising the first join



Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

Trace and complete the words and then practise writing the words. Colour in the 
picutres.

  „[i]d   „[i]d   „[i]d  .................

  t[Þi]ü  t[Þi]ü  t[Þi]ü .................

  Þi]ü  Þi]ü  Þi]ü .................

  d[i]ü  d[i]ü  d[i]ü .................
  
Trace and write the letters below.

i]ü  i]ü  i]ü    i]ü  ....................
i]d  i]d  i]d  i]d  ....................
i]ü  i]ü  i]ü    i]ü  ....................
i]d  i]d  i]d  i]d  ....................

Remember to practise your curly k!

Practising the first join



Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

      Ti[°e for bâ]d!    
 

Follow the arrows and trace the join.        ed
Trace and complete the patterns below.

Ë¨¨¨¨¨e........   Ë¨¨¨¨¨e.........
Ë¨¨¨¨¨e........   Ë¨¨¨¨¨e.........
Trace and write the letters below.

e]d  e]d  e]d  e]d  .................
e]ü  e]ü  e]ü  e]ü .................
Now make the words practising this new join.

b  +  e]d   =  be]d   ______________

e  +  Íü  = â]Íü   ______________

p  +  eg  =  pâ]ü  _____________
 

Practising the first join



Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

Trace and complete the words and then practise writing the words. Colour in the 
pictures.

  pâ]ü   pâ]ü  pâ]ü  .............

  bâ]d  bâ]d   bâ]d  .............

  ·e]d  ·e]d  ·e]d  .............

  ¯e]ü   ¯e]ü   ¯e]ü   .............
  
Trace the sentences below.

    
   Ti[°e for bÖ]d, Bâ[n! 

     Da]d h]a¢ a ba]d ¶¯e]ü.

Practising the first join



Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

     I c]a[n d[ri[ÝÖ m[y c]a[r.    

Follow the arrows and trace the join.     an
Trace and complete the patterns below.

¶u[u[u[u[u[u..........  ¶u[u[u[u[u[u...........
¶u[u[u[u[u[u..........  ¶u[u[u[u[u[u...........
Trace and write the letters below.

a[n  a[n a[n a[n ....................
a[r  a[r  a[r  a[r  ....................
Now make the words practising this new join.

N +  a[n  =  Na[n  _________________

c  +  a[r  =  c]a[r  _________________

j  +  a[r  =  ja[r  _________________
 

Practising the first join



Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

Trace and complete the words and then practise writing the words. Colour in the 
picutres.

  ja[r   ja[r   ja[r  ...........

  fa[n  fa[n  fa[n ...........

  c]a[r  c]a[r  c]a[r ...........

  
  ›a[n  ›a[n  ›a[n ...........
 
Trace the sentences below.

      Da[n t[«e dog h]a¢ a n]a[p. 

    Dªa]d h]a¢ a ±e[Þ µÖ]d c]a[r. 
    

Practising the first join



Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

     Sing, sing, sing!   

Follow the arrows and trace the join.    n]ü
Trace and complete the patterns below.

n[n[n[n[n[n.........  n[n[n[n[n[n.........
n[n[n[n[n[n........   n[n[n[n[n[n.........
Trace and write the letters below,

i[n]ü  i[n]ü  i[n]ü  ........................
u[n]ü u[n]ü u[n]ü ........................
Trace the word and then write it in the spaces provided.

i[n]ü             u[n]ü              a[n]ü                 

ri[n]ü            ru[n]ü             ›a[n]ü                

si[n]ü           su[n]ü             sang                 

bi[n]ü           bu[n]ü             ba[n]ü              
 

Practising the first join



Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

Learning the second join

   Fi¢[h a[n]d c[h[i[p¢

Follow the arrows and trace the join.    c[h
Trace and complete the patterns below.

c[l]c[l]c[l]c[l.........   c[l]c[l]c[l]c[l......... 
c[l]c[l]c[l]c[l.........   c[l]c[l]c[l]c[l.........

Trace and write the letters below.

c[h   c[h   c[h  ........................
¢[h  ¢[h   ¢[h  .......................
Now make the words practising this new join.

c[h +  i[p =  c[h[i[p  _______________

¢[h + i[p =  ¢[h[i[p  _______________

fi  + ¢[h = fi¢[h  _______________



Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

Practising the second join
Trace and complete the words and then practise writing the words. Colour in the 
picutres.

  ¢[h[i[p   ¢[h[i[p   ¢[h[ip .................

  fi¢[h   fi¢[h   fi¢[h .................

  
  d[i¢[h   d[i¢[h  d[i¢[h .................

  c[h[i[p¢   c[h[i[p¢  c[h[i[p¢ .................

Trace and write the letters below.

c[h  c[h  c[h  c[h  ....................
c[l  c[l  c[l  c[l .......................
¢[h  ¢[h  ¢[h  ¢[h .......................
¢[l  ¢[l  ¢[l  ¢[l .......................



Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

       Tâ[l[l t[«e t[i[°e!

Follow the arrows and trace the join.        t[h
Trace and complete the patterns below.

¶u[u[u[u[u.....   ¶u[u[u[u[u......
¶u[u[u[u[u.....   ¶u[u[u[u[u..... 
Trace and write the letters below.

t[h   t[h  t[h  t[h  ....................
t[l  t[l  t[l  t[l  ..................
Now make the words practising this new join,

t[h +  â[m =  t[«e[m  ______________

t[h + â[µÖ =  t[«e[µÖ  ______________

t[h + a[t  =  t[h]a[t  ______________
  

Practising the second join



Tricky OK Great

Tutor notes:

Completed

Needs to repeat

Lizard card?

How did you do?  Colour in the lizard that shows how you found this exercise.

Practising the second join
Trace and complete the words and then practise writing the words. Colour in the 
pictures.

  t[h[i[›d  t[h[i[›d  t[h[i[›d  ..........

  t[«e[m  t[«e[m  t[«e[m  ...........

  t[h]orn  t[h]orn  t[h]orn  ...........

  t[h[u[m[b t[h[u[m[b t[h[u[m[b ...........

Trace the sentences below.

   Da]d s]a[Þ t[«e s[n]oÞ ßa¢ t[h[i]c[„! 

 T«e]‹ l]oÝÖ]d t[«e ±e[Þ bi[…e.

    


